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Part of the 100

th
 Anniversary of the Edson Keith Mansion Celebration at 

Phillippi Estate Park, Sarasota, Florida 

 

The Setting 

We can see Phillippi Creek from here. 

 

A beautiful stream, it runs seven miles through Sarasota.  

 

It is easy to miss, moving in a diagonal while our road system is a north/south, east/west grid. 

But once you notice the River, you will appreciate how it runs through our town. 
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And we are not the first to appreciate these waters. 

 

Beneath our feet are the remains of previous inhabitants who engaged this place. And 

remembering those histories and its peoples matters for Sarasota and for us. 

 

Yet too often, visitors to this 60-acre park came and went without recognizing the history beyond 

the 100-year-old Edson Keith Mansion.  

 

Until now. 

 

Phillippi 

When I first heard the name of this park and the Creek, I was curious about Phillippi. I was 

surprised to learn about the Cuban Fishing Rancho period for this region – and I sought out 

information. I knew of, and could visit historic sites for the ancient peoples; I knew of the 

Seminoles and of the pioneers and could visit museums for their places that created Sarasota and 

Bradenton. But there are only a few place names that remain from the ranchos. 

 

Phillippi was Felipe Bermudez. Maybe born in 1805; he came to what is today Sarasota and 

Manatee around 1820, just at the end of the period of Spanish rule. He was a fisherman. We 

know very little about him but that he had social connections to most of the named people of this 

region in the mid-19
th

 century. His last appearance in the archival record comes in 1858, when 

his third wife Polly left him to go on the Trail of Tears with the Seminoles.  

 

Many Cuban-based fishermen came to the Florida Gulf Coast from the 1770s to 1840s. They 

came, first seasonally then year-round, to gather the rich marine resources and bring the fish – 

dried or salted – back to Havana for the world market. 

 

Felipe was one of many between Tampa Bay and Charlotte Harbor. 

 

He had a cabin several miles north of this Creek but there was no one between his home and the 

river so his name lives on. 

 

Trust in the Past 

For those who know the local history, in 1841 Felipe brought Josiah Gates and Miles Price to the 

Manatee Mineral Spring, where they found cleared fields. Two decades before, maroons – 

escaped slaves and free blacks – created a community called Angola, one destroyed in 1821.  

 

Beyond his help founding what is today Bradenton, his home centers an intriguing moment in 

Florida history. 

 

In 1849, from July to October, John C. Casey – representing the US military – and Billy 

Bowlegs, Holata Micco of the Seminoles, created a peace based on events that started near here. 

 

After the murders of American on the Indian River, on the Florida east coast, a peace token was 

left on Felipe’s cabin, with a range of dates on which to meet.  
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At that time, a meeting between the US military and any Seminoles was a danger to both. Only 

seven years earlier, the Second Seminole War was declared over – it had been a terrible conflict, 

with great pain for both sides. 

 

As Lieutenant John Gibbon would write 35 years later in a memoir of those 1849 events, and 

specifically of John C. Casey’s relationship with the Seminoles:  

 

“He never deceived them; never told one of them a lie; and never made a promise he did not 

fulfill, if within his power.”  

 

As one of our current residents, who is a folk singer, James Hawkins, titled a song about Captain 

Casey: He was “An Honest Man.” 

 

That peace token led to a meeting between John Casey and his commanding officer General 

David Twiggs and Billy Bowlegs in Charlotte Harbor. The negotiations happened because John 

Casey and Billy Bowlegs could trust each other – this was a time of war, when each side had 

reasons to fear the other. But Casey and Bowlegs sought peace, and convinced their people to 

work toward justice rather than restart hostilities.  

 

Billy Bowlegs represented the Seminoles, a Native American group whose ancestry goes deep 

into the history of this region. John Casey, for whom Casey Key is named, represents the Anglo-

American history that ends up dominating this region. 

 

Two trajectories for this region, both representing centuries of human activities.  

 

Thinking about that history along Phillippi Creek animated research at Phillippi Estate Park, and 

encouraged archaeological research to reveal and to represent the many histories in northern 

Sarasota County through heritage interpretation signs.  

 

Trust 

I can point to the places where archaeological excavations have revealed ancient belongings, 

artifacts from thousands of years ago as well as artifacts from the early 20
th

 century, associated 

with the inhabitants of the majestic house. 

 

Some archaeologists worry that knowledge of sites can lead to looting of sites.  

 

On one hand, the shell tools and lithic flakes are not financially valuable so it is hard to imagine 

looting for profits.  

 

But, more importantly as a professional, I trust people.  

 

Once the public knows that the artifacts are informative when excavated in a controlled manner, 

when they are analyzed and documented in a lab setting, and the insights are shared in an 

engaging manner – like the heritage interpretation signs and the display in the farmhouse – I trust 

the vast majority will be good stewards for the archaeological record, will protect the sites from 

those who wish private gain and hopefully share the histories.  
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Trust is a theme that runs through the heritage interpretation program that has raised the profile 

for the archaeological history on this property. 

 

The Program 

Two years ago, then Sarasota County Archaeologist Ryan Murphy took me up on the challenge 

of finding a relevant project for what we called CHAMP – Community Heritage Awareness and 

Management Program. 

 

After meeting with county stakeholders, Priscilla Brown enthusiastically embraced the heritage 

interpretation program – she wanted the public to know about the archaeology for this property, 

information that has been available since 1988. 

 

Our goal: make the past accessible to the interested public and support preservation efforts for 

the future.  

 

I started by sending New College students to the park, to engage in participant-observation.  

 

Then we worked through the archaeological site reports and archival information.  Information 

on the history of the property rests in history books, the Sarasota County Historic Resources 

archives, archaeological reports and the archaeological record; scholarly articles, oral histories, 

and stories shared by community members and descendants of whose who lived there. But it had 

been organized only for specific purposes. And generally, very little of the rich heritage of this 

region is readily accessible to the public. Not for lack of trying by wonderful professionals and 

volunteers but because people do not know to ask about the archaeology and history.  

 

Yet when I gave lectures on the histories along Phillippi Creek, the presentations were received 

with great enthusiasm. At Gulf Gate, a surprising number of people came to hear me speak on a 

July day. There seems to be much interest in the river that runs through Sarasota. 

 

There were questions for the archaeological record, so we – Sarasota County Archaeologist 

Steve Koski, George Luer, PhD, Ryan Murphy, and me as co-directors - excavated with 

community volunteers and New College students in January 2016. An impressive number of 

residents and visitors – we counted more than 500 over the two mornings - came to see the 

archaeology in the sunshine and more learned about the ancient peoples via newspaper accounts 

and videos. 

 

After washing and processing the artifacts, we held an open lab in June here at the mansion, and 

more people came to see archaeology in action.  

 

And then, thanks to the Friends of Sarasota Parks, through the leadership of Roxanne 

Williamson, Florida Humanities Council funded four heritage interpretative signs. 

 

You will see them in few minutes.  
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The Results: Many Histories 

As a collaborative partnership, several organizations and many individuals contributed to 

building up a dynamic perspective on the rich heritage for the property, from the earliest Native 

American inhabitants through the Manasota peoples to the Cuban fishing rancho era and the 

Seminole Wars to the founding of the modern city of Sarasota.  

 

Archaeology recovers material culture – often called artifacts, more properly known as 

belongings. To whom did the artifacts belong? Who were the people who lived among Phillippi 

Creek? 

 

The research has provided the start of the answer to that question. 

 

The earliest people left lithic traces on this property – evidence of working stones into tools. We 

know those people moved over the landscape, gathering and hunting. Their lives are listed as 

6000 years ago. 

 

The Park has a midden, named after Mae Prodie who lived on the property from 1942 to 1986. 

The Prodie mound is identified with the Manasota period – between 2500 and 1300 years ago. 

 

The Manasota name comes from Sarasota and Manatee. 

 

The people – we do not know what they called themselves – were coastal inhabitants, creating 

settlements even though they were still mobile.  

 

Information on the Manasota period comes from fragments, only stone, shell, and ceramics 

sherds remain from those people. But archaeological research has pieced together a model of 

their lives.  

 

We know of them from their shell architecture; excavations show that they fished and hunted, 

and we assume they gathered; that they buried their dead on the keys; that they used canoes to 

travel along the coast.  

 

We need to learn more about them, and this Park is a great location.   

 

They matter as part of the vast history for this region and as the ancestors to some who live or 

visit Sarasota.  And they matter because they settled after the last era of rapidly rising sea levels. 

Their lives potentially offer lessons in resilience for our communities dealing with rising sea 

levels and climate change. 

 

Their immediate descendants were part of larger cultural phenomena radiating out of Tampa 

Bay; we have archaeological evidence across the region for the Safety Harbor way of life. But 

after that, we have archaeological silence. The Spanish conquerors bypassed these shores.  

 

The next era starts in the 1770s. The archives tell of Cuban fisherfolk coming to Sarasota Bay. 

One of those fishermen was Phillippi; others were involved in the large-scale fishing industry. 

Some of their hamlets included dozens of people, notably those inhabitants were Cuban, 
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Seminole, Native American Catholics, free blacks, and others. The ranchos were on the coast – 

very little have been recovered but their legacy includes helping settle the core areas for 

Bradenton and Sarasota. 

 

Then pioneers and ranchos gave way to development schemes. Modern Sarasota starts in the late 

19
th

 century and in 1916 – a century ago – Edson and Nettie Keith have this house built for them. 

They threw their broken and otherwise discarded belongings into the river, and archaeologists 

found them, cleaned them, and curate them. 

 

We know the lives of those early 20
th

 century inhabitants of this property from their ceramic 

dishes and glass bottles, which, just like the ancient belongings, tell of life on Phillippi Creek. 

But for the more recent people, we know their lives were more than those artifacts and we can 

build up our understandings of their times by combining memories, artifacts, and archives. We 

can imagine the same robust world for the previous generations.  

 

Archaeology reveals the distant past and the recent past, and Phillippi Estate Park is entrusted 

with sharing the information with the public.  

 

The Signs 

I have organized the information for scholarly purposes but this project was not directed just 

toward adding to the pile of archaeological sites reports. We planned a public presentation and 

the signs are the physicality for the commemorations. The Park has four of them, representing 

archaeology, the Manasota Period, the Rancho period, and early Sarasota. 
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While engaged in this project, I was asked why bother with signage? And I had to think about it. 

We are in an era of signs – can find them cropping up in so many locations. These 

commemorative signs are a form of informal learning, opportunities to share information. 

 

Why put information on signs? I had to look deep inside to find the answer. Turns out I was 

modeling my efforts on my childhood, on my experiences. 

 

My parents were immigrants; they took me to historic places. They did not know the details and 

nuances for the places we visited so I read signs that explained landscapes, objects, and 

structures. I learned from these signs. I want the next generation to have even greater 

opportunities. 

 

And we now have signs here at Phillippi Estate Park, to intrigue the public about the history 

beneath their feet.  Hopefully these signs will generate the questions that lead to research and 

produce history.  
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The signs convey the specific histories as well as the continuities for the inhabitants of Phillippi 

Creek. They should encourage collective memories of life on the coast through the ages for 

current residents and visitors.  

 

History Matters 

To wrap up: 

 

Phillippi Estate Park is a beautiful park. I am glad the County purchased the property in 1986 and 

has managed it so well. Its potential is still growing, meeting civic needs in a time of growing 

mutual misunderstandings and hopefully confronting the expanding xenophobia, racism, and 

other hatreds which should not be our future.  

 

By exposing the many histories for the place, more visitation and greater understanding of how 

Sarasota grew into the present will be exposed. Expanding public access to the past facilitates 

communal identity and civic inclusion of diverse communities.  

 

Here Community Heritage Awareness and Management is encouraging public interest in the 

multiplicities of histories, including Native American, Cuban fisherfolk, and the workers of the 

early 20
th

 century estate.  

 

The heritage interpretation signs, the continuing use of the mansion, the renovated farmhouse, 

and the grounds themselves are being developed into a civic place of gathering and learning. 

 

As places of heritage, the histories can become the social glue that connects diverse communities 

together. Using heritage locales to bring people together is the goal for heritage interpretation. I 

hope it works for Sarasota.  

 

Thank you 


